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About This Video

The filming of the movie began in 2016, starting at the closing ceremony of "indiePlay China Indie Games Competition". The
movie focuses on independent game developers, some of whom won the prize at the ceremony while others didn't, and their

dissimilar life experiences afterwards: disbanded or reorganized, bankruptcy or fortune, achieved hilarious comeback or
withdrew from public. They all once dedicated to make games they love, but their future varies on their thoughts.
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Distributor:
Zodiac Interactive
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Country: China
Video Resolution: 1080p(3.9GB)
Aspect Ratio: 16:9
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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indie games in china documentary. indie games in china. indie.games.in.china 2018

Its a very good game. But I wish their was more props. Somthing like, a tank. [For building WWII based maps and tank
factorys] I also want a police car in the future. And a airport too. Overall it is a very good game. I recomend you get it. If you
stream this game on youtube, its probauly gonna catch attenion.. I'm recommending this game purely because I love the idea of
an interactive musical experience and want to support new and interesting games on VR. I'd love to see more artistic, visual and
musical games. That being said, it is a bit nausea inducing because you're floating quickly through the air without being able to
control your movement. It's kind of like a floating roller coaster ride. If you could be standing on something in-game, even like a
magic carpet ride, I think that might help. In any case, I like the idea and hope the artist makes updates to it, for example by
splitting up the scenes so you can watch them individually.. I didn't even start playing this game when I decided I did not like it.
First of all I cannot make it full screen. not that big of a deal but also I could not figure out how to get into the options so I could
change the key bindings if it was even possible that was enough to ruin the game for me no full screen and weird controls that I
could not figure out how to change. Needed a coop game to play with my little girl, this is the right one. You can help the other
player a lot if she struggles with the level. Really a nice game, recommended for parents with their sweet ones.. I would
recommend any new players to buy this because it is totally worth the money as it is permanent. YOU can nearly do anything as
a gold member for example changing your skin to look like a zombie or change yourself to even to look like the grass.I highly
recommend this. So I just beat the game 5 minutes ago, so all of this is fresh in my mind... where to begin...
Warlocks vs Shadows is a button mashing, heart racing, holy♥♥♥♥♥♥kind of game. You have moments when you are in total
control of the action and have nothing to fear, then you have moments when♥♥♥♥♥♥hits the fan and you are frantically
running all over the place! It is already an amazing game even being early access. There are some Pros and Cons as of 4/11/2015
but im sure they will fix them!

Pros
-Multiple classes (Go Guardian!)
-Variation of Enemies (Hate the crab looking ones)
-Great response to controls and variety of spells!
-Great idea for multiplayer
-Definitly could have replay value!

Cons
-Multiplayer needs to be worked on (glitches)
-No replayability at this point, or using the same character and repeating story

All in all, I would rate this game an 8/10. IT has all the right ideas and mechanics to make it into something that i would tell my
grand childeren about as i bore them with my stories of video games past! Please if you are on the fence about this game support
them so they can improve and make something that will definitly give you what you pay for!. When I bought this DLC, I had
high expectations, but was vaguely dissapointed. The water looks like concrete, and the boats spawn inside of each other.
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Playing this in VIVE VR is AMAZING.

First time playing I had to give up. I couldn't even get the 3 dummies into the dumpster.

Next day it took me a while to get the controls down, but once you do! I'm doing DEATH SPINS.

I laugh at scooping up zombies. The ragdolls are hilarious.

LOVE this game. This is another game on the line between recommend or not recommend. Is it worth the $13.99 it usually is? I
don't think so. Even with struggling on puzzles I was able to complete the game twice in under five hours... and I left the game
running during a break for dinner so it's really even less than that. Now, I don't like to judge a game's worth on it's length, and
I've played plenty of short games that I'd happily pay $5, $10, even more for, but this is not one of them, so I recommend
catching it on sale when it's only a few dollars. The game isn't just short though, the content is lacking. Aside from a few puzzles
that you may struggle with, most of them are simple enough to complete in seconds. The "story" it supposedly tells is disjointed
and the few puzzles that will give you problems (and those problems won't be in solving them, but in getting the physics to work
on your side) will make you forget the story entirely when you spend 20 minutes trying to throw a fireball at a soldier. On the
other hand it is a beautiful game, truly. The stained glass art style is enchanting and the music is pleasant, but whether that's
enough to make the game worth it is up to you-- for me, eh, it evened things out.

Overall:

+ art style
+ music
+ concept is fun, in a crayon physics sort of way
+ when it works, it works and will make you smile

- way too short
- fails at telling its story
- most of the puzzles are too easy
- the difficult puzzles are difficult because of uncomfortable physics, with only one or two requiring you to actually figure out a
clever solution. This is a good Choose-Your-Own-Adventure style game for Warhammer 40k. The aesthetic is nice, the combat
is simple to understand, and the achievements encourage multiple playthroughs by trying different paths.

That being said, it can get a bit samey once you've beaten the story once, as you basically just skip pages to rush to specific
points for achievements, and there are certain points with rng that can lead to an instant game over.  Unless you use the Initiate
difficulty, which lets you get achievements easily by giving you an instant full-heal and the ability to go back pages if something
goes wrong

But overall, this game is definitely worth a play for Warhammer 40k fans, as the reading is good and the style is unique.. bring a
friend (human, preferably) if taking on an AI... they're becoming self-aware. First of all as a firefighter I feel this game is very
lame! I feel its for kiddy's instead of gamers! This would be a game my 10 year old would play! As for anyone else thinking of
buying this I would hold off!!!! It was a big disapointment for me and I will remember that these types of games get what you
pay for!. Simple yet addictive, i found myself an hour in before i knew it! solid game especially for its price 5/5. Very
recommended for anyone who likes math and roguelikes*. The game taught me, not explicitly but by experience, that there
aren't parallel lines on a hyperbolic plane. "Obviously," you say, "there couldn't be." But i treasure my recollection of that
frisson of realization. My brain has different topologies in it because of this game.

*game contains no overt hunger or character upgrade mechanics. I can't the even freak play it. I asked for a refund. DO NOT
BUY THIS GAME. it crashes and it is slow.. This game is great for nostalgia and even playing it for the first time. This, Lego
Star Wars TCS and Lego Batman (1) were some of mine and my brothers favorite games when we were younger and its
amazing to replay them now.

Although it is an amazing game I would recommend picking it up on a sale because I don't see myself spending 20 bucks on this
because I've played it before.. I originally bought this game as the physical card and dice pack and was very excited when I
found it offered here in a digital version. It's a well designed game with a lot of replay value and an optional RPG stlye
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progression system that allows you to improve each of the playable characters. Easy to learn and you can play just a quick 20-30
minute game, or sit and play for hours on end. I may not spend hundreds of hours on this game like I do others that I play, but it
is still one of my favorites. Definitely worth the purchase.
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